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1 GENERAL INFORMATION
1.1 Contact Data and Legal Information
1.1.1 Contact Data

Support

If you cannot find information you need in this guide, or if you have questions or problems, contact
Brainlab support:

Region Telephone Email

United States, Canada, Cen-
tral and South America

Tel: +1 800 597 5911
Fax: +1 708 409 1619

us.support@brainlab.com

Brazil Tel: (0800) 892 1217 brazil.support@brainlab.com

UK Tel: +44 1223 755 333

support@brainlab.com

Spain Tel: +34 900 649 115

France and French-speaking
regions Tel: +33 800 676 030

Africa, Asia, Australia, Eu-
rope

Tel: +49 89 991568 1044
Fax: +49 89 991568 811

Japan
Tel: +81 3 3769 6900
Fax: +81 3 3769 6901

Expected Service Life

Brainlab provides 10 years of service for Dose Review. During this period of time, software
updates as well as field support are offered.

Feedback

Despite careful review, this manual may contain errors.
Please contact us at oncology.manuals@brainlab.com if you have suggestions as to how we can
improve this manual.

Manufacturer

Brainlab AG
Olof-Palme-Str. 9
81829 Munich
Germany

GENERAL INFORMATION
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Language Information

All Brainlab user guides are originally drafted in English.

Contact Data and Legal Information
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1.1.2 Legal Information

Copyright

This guide contains proprietary information protected by copyright. No part of this guide may be
reproduced or translated without express written permission of Brainlab.

Brainlab Trademarks

• Brainlab® is a registered trademark of Brainlab AG in Germany and/or the US.
• iPlan® is a registered trademark of Brainlab AG in Germany and/or the US.

Non-Brainlab Trademarks

Microsoft® and Windows® are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United
States and other countries.

Integrated 3rd-Party Software

• This software is based in part on the work of the Independent JPEG Group.
• This product includes software developed by the Apache Software Foundation (http://

www.apache.org).
• This software is based on the work of the Open JPEG Group (for licensing information, see:

http://github.com/uclouvain/openjpeg/blob/master/LICENSE).

CE Label

The CE label shows that the Brainlab product complies with the essential re-
quirements of Council Directive 93/42/EEC (the "MDD").
According to the principles set out in the MDD, Dose Review is a CE Class IIb
product.

Sales in US

US federal law restricts this device to sale by or on the order of a physician.

GENERAL INFORMATION
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1.2 Symbols
1.2.1 Symbols Used in This Guide

Warnings

Warnings are indicated by triangular warning symbols. They contain safety-critical
information regarding possible injury, death or other serious consequences associated
with equipment misuse.

Cautions

Cautions are indicated by circular caution symbols. They contain safety-critical information
regarding possible problems with the device. Such problems include device malfunctions,
device failure, damage to device or damage to property.

Notes

NOTE: Notes are formatted in italic type and indicate additional useful hints.
 

Symbols
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1.3 Intended Use

Plausibility Review

Before patient treatment, review the plausibility of all information input to and output from
the system.

Indications for Use

The RT Elements are applications for radiation treatment planning for use in stereotactic,
conformal, computer planned, Linac based radiation treatment of cranial, head and neck, and
extracranial lesions.
The Dose Review application as one RT Element contains features for review of isodose lines,
review of DVHs, dose comparison and dose summation.

Intended users

Typical users are medical professionals, including but not limited to radiation oncologists, medical
physicists or physicians.

GENERAL INFORMATION
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1.4 Training and Documentation
1.4.1 Training

Responsibility

Dose Review does not replace a detailed review, diagnosis and treatment software on an
appropriate medical device. It is to be used for a transfer and quick review of images, and not
diagnosis or treatment.

This system solely provides assistance to the medical staff and does not substitute or
replace the medical staff’s experience and/or responsibility during its use.

It must be ensured that individuals authorized to perform treatment planning functions are
appropriately trained for the function they perform.

Users shall not share their login information. If the security of username and password is
compromised contact your system administrator.

Treatment plans must be approved by a qualified person before the information they
contain is used for radiotherapy treatments.

Training and Documentation
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1.4.2 Documentation

Intended Audience

Dose Review is aimed at medical professionals (physicians, their staff, nurses etc.) with sufficient
understanding of the English technical vocabulary related to the fields of medical physics and
medical imaging so as to enable appropriate understanding of the Dose Review user interface.

The software is intended to be used by medical professionals. Since most of the scientific
publications are written in English a basic understanding of English can be assumed. The
manual is available in the standard languages and describes the intended audience of the
software (Medical Professionals, Physicians, Radiation Oncologists, Physicists).

Reading User Guides

The user guides describe complex medical software that must be used with care.
It is important that all users of system, instruments and software:
• Read the user guides carefully before handling the equipment
• Have access to the user guides at all times

Available User Guides

User Guide Contents

Software User Guides Detailed software instructions

GENERAL INFORMATION
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1.5 Technical requirements

Software

Software Requirement

Operating System
Windows 7 Ultimate (64 bit)
Windows 2008 Server (64 bit)
Windows 8.1

For details on service pack compatibility consult your Brainlab support specialist.
Dose Review must not be installed on systems not fulfilling the recommended hardware
requirements.
After system acceptance a backup of the Dose Review installation is created. This backup will not
run on workstations other than the one the software is licensed to.

Updates

Brainlab recommends to update the operating system with Hotfixes according to hospital
IT regulations. Brainlab does not expect any problems related to Hotfix installations. In
case any problems are encountered please inform Brainlab support.

Updates to the Operating System (Hotfixes) or third party software should be performed
outside clinical hours and in an test environment to verify correct operation of the Brainlab
system. Brainlab is monitoring the released Windows Hotfixes and will know for some
updates if problems can be expected. Please contact Brainlab support if any problems to
OS Hotfixes are encountered.

Virus Scanner

If the system is connected to local area network (LAN), Brainlab recommends to install
some malware protection software (e.g. virus scanner) and keep their definition files up to
date. Please be aware that the malware protection software settings can affect the system
performance. E.g. if each file access is monitored patient data loading and saving might be
slow. Therefore, Brainlab recommends to disable realtime scans and to perform virus
scans during non-clinical hours.
If you define your own malicious software protection measures, Brainlab recommends a system
revalidation afterwards (see page 48).

Hardware

Recommended hardware requirements:

Hardware Requirement

Processor 2 x 6 physical cores, Intel Xeon (Ivy-Bridge mi-
croarchitecture or newer), 2.6 GHz

Memory 32 GB

Graphics Card DirectX 11 compatible workstation graphics
card with at least 1 GB memory

Screen Resolution 1920 x 1200

Network connection 1 Gbit/s

Hard Drive RAID5 volume with 1 TB disk space

Technical requirements
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Minimum hardware requirements:

Hardware Requirement

Processor
4 physical cores, Intel Xeon (Nehalem micro-
architecture or newer) or Intel Core i7(Nehalem
microarchitecture or newer), 2.6 GHz

Memory 8 GB

Graphics Card DirectX 11 compatible with at least 512 MB
graphics memory

Screen Resolution 1280 x 1024

Network connection 100 Mbit/s

Hard Drive 250 GB disk space

The computer hardware is intended to be used within hospital environment. General regulations
and standards, such as IEC 60601-1, IEC 60950 must be observed by the hospital, i.e. only parts
conforming to the applicable standards must be used within the hospital environment.
Changes to the workstation hardware are not under control of Brainlab. You must observe
corresponding local regulations.

Installing Other Software

Brainlab does not permit the installation of Brainlab RT Elements on platforms with third
party medical software installed. This is because it cannot be excluded that the Brainlab RT
elements influence the third party software, and vice versa. In this context, it is the user’s
responsibility to provide and identify suitable platforms fulfilling the given requirements for
installation of the Brainlab RT Elements.

Brainlab recommends to have no third party software installed on the platform as third
party software can affect the performance of the RT Elements. It is the user’s responsibility
to verify that the RT Elements are not affected by any third party software installations or
third party software updates – for this purpose, use the software revalidation instructions
provided in this user guide.

GENERAL INFORMATION
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1.6 Compatibility with Medical Devices
1.6.1 Brainlab Medical Software

Compatible Brainlab Medical Software

Dose Review is compatible with the following Brainlab medical software:

Brainlab Medical Software Comment

Content Manager 2.0
Patient Browser 4.0
Dicom Viewer 2.0

(Together sometimes referred to as Patient Data
Manager 2.0)
Patient data management software

iPlan RT 4.5.x
iPlan RT Dose 4.1.x

Treatment planning systems

Image Fusion 1.0 Brainlab Element

Brain Metastases 1.0 Brainlab Element

Other Brainlab Software

Other compatible Brainlab software may become available after the release of this user guide. If
you have questions regarding compatibility of software with Dose Review contact Brainlab
support.
If you are currently running software versions other than those specified above contact Brainlab
support for clarification regarding compatibility.

Only Brainlab medical software specified by Brainlab may be installed and used with the
system.

Remote Help

If requested, the Dose Review workstation can be equipped with remote access to Brainlab
support. Brainlab Remote Service with iHelp® 6.1 (Axeda) is available.

Compatibility with Medical Devices
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1.6.2 Non-Brainlab Medical Software

General Information

Brainlab recommends to only utilize systems that exchange registrations as recommended by
Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise - Radiation Oncology (IHE-RO) (http://www.ihe.net/
Radiation_Oncology/) profile on Multimodality Registration for Radiation Oncology. The definitions
provided in this document have been defined by a group of clinicians and vendors and address
clinical workflows and related security considerations.

DICOM Conformance

DICOM conformance statements can be found at https://www.brainlab.com/dicom/.

DICOM, by itself, does not guarantee interoperability. However, the Conformance Statement
facilitates a first-level validation for interoperability between different applications
supporting the same DICOM functionality. The Conformance Statement should be read and
understood by the user in conjunction with the DICOM Standard.

According to IEC 62266 "Guidelines for implementation of DICOM in radiotherapy", chapter
11 "Caution to Users": "[..] purchasers of radiation oncology equipment must verify that
their equipment will actually communicate with other equipment and successfully transfer
information using the DICOM protocols and definitions."

Third Party DICOM interfaces

Due to the diversity of the DICOM standard it is possible that certain plans created by third
party treatment planning software cannot be loaded entirely.

Verify all data imported by the Brainlab application for completeness and correctness as
different interpretations of the DICOM standard may lead to different implementation of
representation the data conveyed by the DICOM protocol.

GENERAL INFORMATION
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2 REVIEWING PATIENT
DOSE

2.1 Dose Review

General Information

Dose Review enables you to review image data that contains radiosurgery dose planning
information exported from iPlan RT, Brain Metastases or third party treatment planning software.

Approval

The approval status of the plan is not handled in the Dose Review Element.

All treatment plans must be approved by a qualified person before the information they
contain is used for radiotherapy treatment purposes.

Safety Notes

It is your responsibility to establish a comprehensive quality assurance program suitable
for detecting errors, limitations or inaccuracies of the treatment planning and treatment
delivery systems. For more details please consult the quality assurance chapter in the
treatment planning system's user instructions (e.g. Technical Reference Guide, Brainlab
Physics for use with iPlan RT).

If you want to review your treatment plans with Dose Review ensure that you exported the
dose as one overall physical plan dose.

Certain properties of the treatment plan might not be detectable in the displayed dose of
the Dose Review Element. (e.g. dose algorithm not displayed in Dose Review).

Ensure, for the complete review process, that you are working on the correct patient data
set.

DICOM Data Types Supported by Dose Review

Data type Description

RTPLAN
Contains references to parts of a treatment
plan exported from a treatment planning soft-
ware such as objects and dose.

RTSTRUCT Contains objects created upon treatment plan
export from treatment planning software

REVIEWING PATIENT DOSE
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Data type Description

RTDOSE Contains the dose information

REG Contains fusions (created, e.g. with Brainlab
Image Fusion)

CT, MR, PT Image data

Only import of RT Structure Sets on orthogonal image series is possible.

Plan data using DICOM RT export is supported, the Brainlab proprietary file format xbrain
is not supported.

After import, verify that the contours are properly aligned to the images.

In general it is possible that more or other additional patient data is available for the RT
Elements than they are capable of loading. This might for example be the result of other
planning steps or data from third-party systems. In this case the user will be informed that
not all available data can be imported. The user is then advised to carefully review the
imported patient data for correctness and validity.

Loading Treatment Plans Exported From Third Party Systems

To load dose volumes into Dose Review, the following criteria must be met in DICOM:

Criteria Technical Details in DICOM Terminology

The dose volume to be loaded must represent
the overall dose of a single radiotherapy plan

Dose Summation Type must be PLAN.
Dose calculated for 2 or more RT Plans (MUL-
TI_PLAN) and dose that doesn’t represent the
entire plan (FRACTION, BEAM, CON-
TROL_POINT) is rejected.
Type BRACHY is rejected.

The dose must be given in Gray units. Dose Units must be GY, not RELATIVE.

Only physical dose (not effective dose) can be
loaded.

Dose type must be PHYSICAL, and not EF-
FECTIVE or ERROR.

Image data must be available that is associat-
ed with the dose.

An image series must be available that either
resides in the same coordinate system (Frame
of Reference) or can be traced back via
RTSTRUCT / RTPLAN instances that were ex-
ported alongside the dose.

Associated Images must be of modality CT, MR
or PT.

Image modalities currently not supported in-
clude NM (Nuclear Medicine), XA (X-Ray An-
giography) and RTIMAGE (Radiotherapy Im-
age).

No single points
Import of single points like MARKER, ISOCEN-
TER and REGISTRATION through the DICOM
RT Structure Set is not supported.

Import of a registration which is defined in the DICOM RT Structure Set is not supported. In such a
case the user is informed to verify that the structures are properly aligned to the images after the
import.
Further information can be found in the DICOM conformance statement.

As the DICOM standard does not provide means to verify whether the integrity of a DICOM
file was compromised before import into the Brainlab system, the user is advised to utilize
DICOM transfer via network only. This ensures that the data cannot easily be manipulated
during data exchange. If DICOM data is written as files to any storage media it is

Dose Review
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recommended to treat this information with the same care as written or printed patient
records of any kind in order to avoid any kind of manipulation.

It is not possible to import multiple RTPLAN instances simultaneously besides the RT Plan
Relationship is “CONCURRENT”. All other plan combination will be rejected and the import
will abort.

REVIEWING PATIENT DOSE
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2.1.1 Opening a Dose Plan

How to Load a Dose Plan

Steps

1.

In Content Manager, select the Dose Review workflow. The Patient Browser is dis-
played.

2.

Select a patient data set that includes a dose plan exported from iPlan RT.

3.
The Brainlab Elements available in the selected workflow (in this case Dose Review only)
are displayed.
Select Dose Review.

4.

A list of plans is displayed for this patient, if there are more than one.
Click on one to load it.

NOTE: Expanding the plan provides more information such as the approval status of the
selected plan, heterogeneity correction information, the number of PTVs and OARs, and
modality of the available image sets.
 

5. The application starts, opening the CT image set.

Dose Review
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Import Notifications

Option

Click on the information button to see a list of notifications valid for the selected plan.

NOTE: The i icon is orange until you have read the info/warning. An import status dia-
log is also displayed if there is at least one warning. The warning can be accepted, and
is then available by clicking the i icon.
 

How to Choose a Dose Display

When the image set is first loaded, dose is not displayed until you choose a Dose Option
Configuration file to set the display dose relation.

Steps

1. Click Select a Display Option.

2. Select a Dose Option Configuration file from the list available.

REVIEWING PATIENT DOSE
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2.2 Image Viewing Functions

Basic Viewing Options

Options

To pan the slices, click this button and drag a slice with the mouse pointer.

To browse through the sli-
ces,

click this button and drag the mouse pointer through a
slice, up or down. You can also use the mouse wheel.

To zoom in or out,

click the zoom button and drag the mouse pointer up/
down.
To reset the zoom, double-click inside one of the image
views.

To rotate a 3D view
(where available) click inside the 3D view and drag the mouse pointer.

How to Change Slice Windowing

You can change windowing settings to adjust the Hounsfield unit/gray level distribution in the
images to improve the visibility or structure contrast.

Options

To change basic windowing, click this button:

Click in one of the slices, hold down the mouse button, and drag the mouse pointer to adjust the
windowing histogram:
• Drag up (down) to increase (decrease) the Hounsfield unit/gray value level.
• Drag right (left) to increase (decrease) the Hounsfield unit/gray value window width.

Available Image Layouts

Options

Provides a DVH window in addition to ACS (Axial, Coro-
nal, Sagittal) views (see page 35).

Provides a rotatable image in addition to ACS views.

Provides a large view in a addition to ACS views. Click
an ACS view to change the display orientation of the
large view.

Image Viewing Functions
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Options

Provides 3 x 3 view in addition to ACS views. Click an
ACS view to to change the display orientation of the 3 x 3
views.

REVIEWING PATIENT DOSE
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2.3 Views

Viewing iPlan RT Dose Distribution

You can view a set of images exported with dose planning information (from iPlan RT or another
treatment planning software), enabling you to review dose distribution relative to any objects such
as OARs and PTVs.

Figure 1 

View Option Description

Dose Off View objects only and image data only.

Dose Distribution View a complete dose distribution.

Dose Analysis View the overdose and under-dose regions with hot and cold points for any
structures that have been defined as OARs or PTVs.

How to Change Image Set and Display

Steps

1. Click this icon to display the data menu.

Views
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Steps

2.

Information provided for each set includes
• Modality
• Slice distance (max.)
• Number of slices
• Short comment
• Modality and Orientation
• Date and Time

3.
• Change the image set by clicking on an image set from those available from the patient

folder under Images.
• Changes the screen layout by clicking on a screen layout option under Layouts.

REVIEWING PATIENT DOSE
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2.3.1 Viewing Image Sets and Objects

Viewing Images with Defined Structures

When you load an image set that has been exported from a planning system with anatomical
structures (objects), for example from iPlan RT, these are shown in color.

Figure 2 

How to View/Hide Objects

Steps

1. Activate the switch at Object List to see all the objects.

2.

To view/hide an object, activate/deactivate the eye symbol beside it ①. You can also view/
hide an object by activating/deactivating it in the data menu.
Click on an object’s name to center that object in the image views.

①

Views
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How to View the Volume of an Object

Option

Click the icon to display the data menu.
• Object type (OAR, PTV, none, tissue)
• Volume

By default all objects of type OAR or PTV are visible.

REVIEWING PATIENT DOSE
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2.3.2 Viewing Dose Distribution

Distribution View

When you choose the Dose Distribution view, the planned dose distribution is displayed as
isodose lines and a dose wash (see page 24). The isodose lines are adaptive: the amount of
detail changes as you zoom into an image according to the space available to display it. The dose
wash is also adaptive: the colors become more transparent as you zoom into an image, allowing
you to see the underlying structures clearly.

The dose display must not be the only criterion used to choose a treatment plan. Another
criterion is e.g. the DVHs.

Figure 3 

How to Adjust Isodose Lines

The legend in the bottom right to the view shows which isodose lines are currently being
displayed, as a percentage. To see the absolute dose value for a percentage, hover your mouse
pointer over the legend. The absolute dose is displayed as a tooltip.
The number of isodose lines is adaptive: it scales itself according to the zoom level of the view. As
you zoom in, more isodose lines are shown.
The display shows an isodose line for values in the Dose Option Configuration file, and a highlight
value that you can change.

Step

To define a particular isodose line for display, enter its value under Highlight.

NOTE: Double-click on the upper left corner of the legend to set the display to absolute dose. This
applies to both image layouts and DVH display.
 

NOTE: Double-click on one of the lines in the legend to hide that line. Another double-click
displays the line again.
 

Views
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How to Highlight a Dose Wash

The dose wash also adapts with the image scale. As you zoom in, more colors become visible,
and the dose wash becomes more transparent.

Step

To highlight the dose wash corresponding to a particular dose value, hover over that value in the
legend ①.

①

NOTE: Press shift and hover over the dose lines to highlight the dose wash for that line.
 

How to Change the Dose Option Configuration File and Normalization Value

Figure 4 

Options

You can change the Dose Option Configuration file used by clicking in the Select a Display Op-
tion field, and selecting from those available.

Depending on the Dose Option Configuration file, you can change the normalization value for
the plan under With.

The following Demo Dose Option Configuration files are delivered with the installation of Dose
Review:
• Cranial 80% V80 (Demo)
• SRS Absolute risk: 6, 8, 10 (Demo)

REVIEWING PATIENT DOSE
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• Extracranial V95 (Demo)
• SRT V95 (Demo)
• Cranial 3fx 80% = Def.30Gy (Demo)

Views
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2.3.3 Viewing Dose Analysis

Analysis View

The Dose Analysis view enables you to focus on risk areas within your plan. It emphasizes
under-dosage in the PTV, hot spots in the PTV, over-dosage in the normal tissue (also called
“other” tissue) outside the PTV as well as high dose areas in an organ at risk (OAR).

Analyzing a PTV

The PTVs are always displayed in a turquoise color.

④

⑥

①

②
⑤

③

No. Description

① Dose in normal tissue is shown in orange. An isodose line is shown for set levels (de-
pending on the Dose Option Configuration file) and for the definable Highlight value.

② An overdose inside the PTV is highlighted in pink.

③ Dose is displayed according to the legend. (Dose from prescription to the value defined
as overdose inside the PTV has no color).

④ Any under-dose inside the PTV is highlighted in turquoise.

REVIEWING PATIENT DOSE
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No. Description

⑤ A labeled point inside the PTV shows the lowest dose.

⑥ A labeled point inside the PTV shows the highest dose.

Do not mix up objects (PTV in turquoise) and isodose line color coding. The isodose lines
are shown thinner than the object.

Analyzing OARs

All objects that are not a PTV (OARs and other objects that have no type information) are always
displayed in a blue color.

②

①

No. Description

① A labeled point within each OAR shows the highest dose.

② Any dose falling inside an OAR is highlighted with blue dose wash. Higher dose levels
have a more opaque color.

NOTE: No OAR-information is displayed inside a PTV object.
 

Views
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2.3.4 Making Measurements

How to Measure Dose at a Point

Step

To measure dose at a single point within an image, select Point under Measure, and
click at a target position within the image. A point is displayed with image information.

The X, Y, Z coordinates are displayed in the DICOM coordinate system. HU value is
displayed for a CT data set.
Point Dose is displayed in the Dose Distribution or Analysis views as absolute and rel-
ative values.

NOTE: To remove measure points or distances right mouse click inside an image display or
activate/deactivate a function under Measure.
 

Verify the dose around the region of interest using the measurement function.

For PET: As standard uptake values (SUV) may vary depending on the PET scanner and on
the imaging protocol used, always compare the displayed values with the SUV obtained
directly at the scanner before use.

How to Measure Distances

To measure the distance between two points:

Steps

1.

Click the measure distance button:

REVIEWING PATIENT DOSE
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Steps

2.

To measure distance within a slice: click on two target points in the slice. The distance
between them is displayed:

NOTE: The point measurement at the end point is also displayed.
 

3.

To measure distance between two points on different slices:
• Click on the target point on the first slice.
• Scroll to the target slice using the mouse wheel.
• Click on the second point in the target slice.

This can also be done across different views.
NOTE: End points are displayed as cross hairs on target slices, and as dots on intermedi-
ary slices.
 

Views
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2.4 Dose Volume Histogram (DVH)

General Information

The main objective of a treatment plan is to treat a high percentage of tumor volume with a
specific dose, while keeping the dose received by normal tissue as low as possible. This ratio can
constitute a good criterion for assessing the degree of optimization and can be calculated directly
from the dose-volume histogram display by reading out the percentage of dose delivered to
normal tissue at a vertical position where a sufficiently high fraction of the tumor is covered by the
required dose.
A dose volume histogram is displayed for each object in the ACS+DVH layout. The view shows a
cumulative histogram where you can see how much of volume receives the selected dose.

The DVH displayed in the Dose Review is not imported from DICOM but calculated based
on the currently displayed dose. This can lead to differences in the shown values (e.g.
conformity indices, min/max/mean values) between Dose Review and the treatment
planning system that the plan was created with.

Viewing the Dose Volume Histogram

View Option Description

Click the ACS + DVH button in the Layouts menu to open a screen display-
ing the Dose Volume Histogram for all the currently selected objects.

Figure 5 

The DVH representation must not be the only criterion used to choose a treatment plan.
Another criterion is e.g. the dose display.
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Viewing Details

You can see precise dose amounts per volume by hovering over the DVH with the mouse.

①

②

Figure 6 

No. Description

①
Y-axis: Volume of object (%)
Click on the end of the axis and drag to change the Volume scale.

②
X-axis: Dose received by that volume (relative [%] or absolute [Gy]).
Click on the end of the axis and drag to change the Dose scale

NOTE: Double-click in the dose legend to switch between absolute and relative dose.
 

How to View the DVH for an Object

Step

To view the DVH graph of a single object, select that object from the Objects list in the data
menu.

DVH Features

The DVH graph shows:
• Minimum and maximum dose for the object
• Mean dose the selected object receives.
• Dose Matrix Grid Size: resolution of imported dose file.
• Voxel Grid Size: resolution used for structure discretization during DVH generation
• CI: inverse Paddick conformity index (see below). The CI depends on the defined normalization

value. (e.g. CI (at 80 Gy)).
• The DVH curve Tissue corresponds to the structure of type Tissue in the Objects list in the

data menu.
• If no structure is selected from the Objects list in the data menu, all structures set to visible are

displayed. The DVH curve Tissue is also displayed even if its structure is not set to visible.

Dose Volume Histogram (DVH)
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• If the CI display is enabled, each PTV is accompanied by an additional blue line called NT
graph (Normal Tissue graph). This curve corresponds to a virtual ring structure around the PTV
and is used for CI calculation. Its percentage volume is normalized to the PTV's volume and
shown together with the PTV volume as NT.

• If the dose percentage is < 4% the display is switched to cm3:

Figure 7 

Inverse Paddick Conformity Index (CI)

The conformity index indicates how accurately the volume of dose distribution matches the size
and shape of the target volume, while taking normal tissue considerations into account.
The CI describes the conformity of a treatment. This tells you roughly how much tissue is
irradiated with the prescription dose compared to the tumor volume.
• A value of 1 is the ideal case.
• The larger the value is, the less conformal the treatment is.
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2.5 Reviewing Dose with Fused Datasets

General Information

Most planning systems export the dose with the CT dataset only. In order to view dose on fused
datasets, e.g. MR or PET, it may be necessary to use the Image Fusion element to fuse the
datasets. The fused datasets are available in the views and layouts menu for review.

Reviewing Dose with Fused Datasets
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2.6 Dose Comparison

How to Load Plans for Comparison

If your patient folder contains more than one dose plan, you can load the dose of another plan to
compare with your reference plan.
Dose comparison enables you to, for example:
• Compare dose distributions for treatment plans that were created with different planning

systems.
• Compare dose distribution of treatment plans that were created in the same planning system

but using different treatment modalities (e.g. hybrid arc plans versus conformal beam plans).
If dose is loaded for comparison or summation the dose must be either on the same dataset or on
a dataset that is fused to the image set of the reference plan.
When adding dose for comparison or summation, the normalization set is valid for both doses: the
reference dose and the dose added for summation or comparison.

The dose grid size can be different between the reference plan and the dose that is added
for summation or comparison.

Steps

1. Click the icon to display the data menu.

2.
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Steps

3.

Click the plus (+) button beside Dose Plans.
The available plans are displayed in a list.

To identify the dose plan, the following information is available:
• Treatment planning system
• Date and time
• Plan identification

4.

Click on a plan in the list under Load Doses from Other Plans to add it to
the dose plans included in Dose Review.

①

5.
For dose comparison, click the button ①.
NOTE: You can also click on the Dose icon of the plan to enable dose comparison.
 

How to Compare Plans

You can compare the reference plan you loaded with one other plan at a time.
• The reference plan icon is grayed.
• The dose plan loaded for comparison is indicated with a blue border and the eye symbol for

visibility.

Steps

1. Select the plan to compare the reference plan against by clicking on it under Dose Plans
in the data menu.

2. Click the dose comparison button beside Dose Plans.

Dose Comparison
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Steps

3.

Under Layouts, click on:
• Side by Side to display the dose plans together.
• ACS + DVH to display the DVH for objects in the image set according to

each plan.

NOTE: In dose comparison and summation mode the object list contains the objects of the
reference plan only. It does not display objects from the dose plan that was added for comparison
or summation.
 

Comparing Plans Side by Side

When you choose to compare dose plans side by side, the reference plan is displayed above the
second. Each plan is labeled with its names.
You can use the Dose Distribution and Dose Analysis views to examine the plans as described
on page 24.

Figure 8 
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Comparing Plans with the Spyglass

The spyglass is available in ACS, 1 x 1 and 3 x 3 views. It overlays part of one plan onto the other
so that you can compare dose distribution and analysis.

①

②

Figure 9 

No. Description

①
Spyglass window, marked with a letter B to identify the overlay plan.
• Click on the edge of the window and drag to change its size.
• Click inside the window and drag to move the window.

② Plans, with identifying letters A and B.

NOTE: When using the spyglass in Dose Analysis view, minimum and maximum points in are
shown in both PTV and OARs but do not show any value.
 

Dose Comparison
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Comparing DVH

When you choose the ACS + DVH layout, the DVH for both plans is displayed, as a solid line ①
and a dotted line ②. You can choose which object to display the DVH for in the data menu.

①

②

③

Figure 10 

No. Description

① DVH for plan A (solid)

② DVH for plan B (dotted)

③ Minimum/mean/maximum dose for the selected object

How to Remove a Plan from Dose Review

To unload a plan:

Steps

1.

Click the minus (-) button beside Dose Plans.
The available plans are displayed in a list.

2. Click on a plan to remove it from Dose Review.
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2.7 Dose Summation

General Information

If your patient folder contains more than one dose plan, you can load the dose of another plan for
summation with your reference plan.
Dose summation enables you to, for example:
• View dose summation of already delivered dose.
• Sum dose plans for multiple metastases patients to obtain the overall dose distribution.

If dose is loaded for comparison or summation the dose must be either on the same dataset or on
a dataset that is fused to the image set of the reference plan.
When adding dose for comparison or summation, the normalization set is valid for both doses: the
reference dose and the dose added for summation or comparison.

How to Load Plans for Summation

The dose grid size can be different between the reference plan and the dose that is added
for summation or comparison.

Only dose type PHYSICAL and dose summation type PLAN are supported.

Steps

1. Click the icon to display the data menu.

2.

Dose Summation
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Steps

3.

Click the plus (+) button beside Dose Plans.
The available plans are displayed in a list.

To identify the dose plan, the following information is available:
• Treatment planning system
• Date and time
• Plan identification

4.

Click on a plan in the list under Load Doses from Other Plans to add it to
the dose plans included in Dose Review.

①

5.
For dose summation, click the button ①.
The dose views now show the dose from the two plans added together.

NOTE: In dose comparison and summation mode the object list contains the objects of the
reference plan only. It does not list objects from the dose plan that was added for comparison or
summation.
 

Summation DVH

When you choose the ACS + DVH layout in dose summation mode, the DVH will show the
cumulated dose of both the reference plan and the added dose plans.
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2.8 Creating a Dose Option Configuration File

General Information

You can define your own Dose Option Configuration files.

Changes to the Dose option Configuration file only take effect after the software has been
restarted.

How to Create a Dose Option Configuration File

Steps

1.
Go to the installation directory of Dose Review.
This is usually: F:\BrainLAB\Appls\DoseReview\res

2.

Copy one of the available DoseOption.xml files.
• The syntax for the Dose Option Configuration file name is DoseOption*.xml.
• Do not use special characters in the file name.
• There is no limit to the number of Dose Option Configuration files that can be created.

3. Open the file in a text editor (e.g. Windows Notepad or Notepad ++).

4. You can configure the variables in the following table.

Variable Description

nameLine1

Defines the Configuration file name (first line).
NOTE: This is visible in Dose Review. Pay atten-
tion to naming that might be contradictory to other
values in your Dose Option Configuration file.
 

Mandatory

nameLine2

Defines the Configuration file name (second line).
NOTE: This is visible in Dose Review. Pay atten-
tion to naming that might be contradictory to other
values in your Dose Option Configuration file.
 

Mandatory

defaultPrescriptionValue

Defines the absolute dose value for normalization
of the prescribed dose in Gy. This value over-
writes the loaded normalization dose and cannot
be changed in Dose Review if specified.
Optional

prescriptionPercentage
Defines the percentage for normalization of the
prescribed dose. If this value is not specified only
absolute dose evaluation is possible.
Optional

defaultHighlightValue
Defines a default value for the free highlight field
of the Dose menu in Dose Review in Gy.
Mandatory

showHalfPrescription

True: enable the half prescription value in your
dose display (only for PTV and Normal Tissue).
False: disable the value.
Optional
Default: False

Creating a Dose Option Configuration File
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Variable Description

show100Percent

True: enable the 100% isodose in your dose dis-
play (orange line in regular dose display).
False: disable the isodose.
Optional
Default: False

maxLimitPercentage
Defines the relative maximum dose limit.
Optional
Default: 107.0

showMaxLimit

True: enable the maximum dose limit set by
maxLimitPercentage (red line in regular dose
display).
False: disable the maximum dose limit.
Optional
Default: True

showAbsDose

Defines whether absolute (True) or relative
(False) dose values are displayed initially. (You
can still switch between absolute and relative
dose values by double-clicking in the dose leg-
end.)
NOTE: If prescriptionPercentage is not de-
fined, only absolute dose values can be displayed.
 

True: enable switching between absolute and re-
lated dose display.
False: disable switching.
Optional
Default: False

doseGy in <CriticalDose>

You can define critical dose lines according to
your needs. These apply to OAR display only (val-
ues in Gy).
Optional (whole section)
Maximum: 3 values

showCI
Defines whether the Conformity Index (CI) is dis-
played in the DVH or not
Optional
Default: True
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2.9 Software Revalidation

General Information

This is the recommended system revalidation test following minor changes to your system,
including:
• Operating system hotfixes
• Installation of virus scanners
• Third party software installation

For major operating system changes (new OS, new SP etc.) contact Brainlab support.

How to Perform Software Revalidation

At least one DICOM patient should be available for this procedure (considering the loading criteria
described on page 18).

Steps

1. Start Dose Review element and check if one or more treatment plans are available for
review.

2. Load one of the available plans.

3. Choose a Dose Option Configuration file for configuration of the dose display.

4. Check the dose displayed in the dose distribution view and dose analysis view.

5. Check the ACS and DVH view.

6. Check the ACS and 3D view.

7. Check that you can zoom, pan, scroll, and perform windowing.

8. Exit Dose Review by clicking Done. Revalidation is complete.

Software Revalidation
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2.10 Messages

Import Notifications

The following notifications can occur during DICOM import. The list below contains information
and warnings listed according to the DICOM message type. When there are problems during
import, read the messages and decide whether to review. Any warnings that were accepted can
be found behind the information button in the Dose Review Element.
General Info
xBrain data xxxx is not loaded.
DICOM message cannot be processed by the current version of the application.
Patient Name specified in the DICOM message is too long (>64 characters). In case of DICOM
export the Patient Name will be shortened accordingly.
Alphabetic Patient Name in the DICOM message has more name components than allowed. Only
the first five are imported, other components are ignored.
It is not possible to identify patient information in DICOM file as Patient's Name and Patient ID are
not defined. This file is skipped.
Patient ID specified in the DICOM message is too long (>64 characters). In case of DICOM export
the Patient ID will be shortened accordingly.
DICOM RT Plan
The RT Plan Label specified in the DICOM message is not present. As this attribute is required a
default value is set and the import continues.
The RT Plan Label specified in the DICOM message is too long (>16 characters). The RT Plan
Label will be shortened accordingly.
The RT Plan Name specified in the DICOM message is too long (>64 characters). In case of
DICOM export the RT Plan Name will be shortened accordingly.
The DICOM RT Plan uses an undefined Plan Geometry. No RT Plan information is imported.
The DICOM RT Plan uses Plan Geometry TREATMENT_DEVICE. The application only supports
Plan Geometry PATIENT. No RT Plan information is imported.
The DICOM RT Plan uses Plan Geometry PATIENT but neither the required reference to a
DICOM RT Structure Set nor a reference to a coordinate system is present.
The DICOM RT Plan uses Plan Geometry PATIENT but the required reference to a DICOM RT
Structure Set reference is not present. The coordinate system might not be properly defined
The DICOM RT Plan uses Plan Geometry PATIENT but the referenced DICOM RT Structure Set
cannot be found.
The Plan Intent specified in the DICOM message is not defined. The import of the RT Plan will
proceed.
The RT Plan Date is not well-defined in the RTPLAN message. The import of the RT Plan will
proceed.
The RT Plan Time is not well-defined in the RTPLAN message. The import of the RT Plan will
proceed.
No DICOM RT Plan information found. The import will proceed.
An undefined error occurred during import, as no internal Treatment Plan can be found.
It is not possible to create a valid patient model as no treatment orientation is defined in the
DICOM RT Plan.
The DICOM RT Plan cannot be imported as only head-first treatment orientation is supported.
The DICOM RT Plan cannot be imported as the head-feet orientation is undefined.
The DICOM RT Plan cannot be imported as the treatment orientation is undefined.
The DICOM RT Plan cannot be imported due to an undefined head-feet-orientation: xxxx.
Beam information cannot be imported as the Primary Dosimeter Unit for beam xxxx is not MU.
Beam information cannot be imported as the Treatment Delivery Type for beam xxxx is not
TREATMENT.
Beam xxxx is not imported as it is a setup beam.
Different patient setup positions are not supported. RT Plan information cannot be imported.
Patient Setup Positions not present. RT Plan information cannot be imported.
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Prescription import of Referenced Structure Type POINT is not supported.
Prescription for ROI xxxx is defined as target prescription, but the referenced ROI is not a PTV.
To prcoeed the type of the ROI is changed to PTV.
Prescription for ROI xxxx is defined as OAR, but referenced ROI is not an OAR. To proceed the
type of the ROI is changed to OAR.
Prescription information is skipped as it is not possible to determine the Target Prescription Dose
for ROI xxxx.
Target Prescription Dose is not present.
Target Prescription Dose is not well-defined and therefore it is not imported.
No contour object for ROI xxxx created. The related prescription information is imported as a
conceptual prescription.
Import as conceptual prescription not successful, as no prescription information is available.
Prescription information for xxxx is not imported as it does not contain a dose value.
RT Plan defining the presciption for ROI xxxx has a Frame of Reference which does not match to
any known image Frame of Reference.
Unable to import fractionation information as the number of fractions has to be a positive number.
Unable to import prescription/constraint information as these values have to be positive numbers.
A constraint value is already present, but because of ambiguity prescription information for ROI is
removed.
Only one fractionation per prescription is supported at the moment. First fractionation information
will be imported.
No prescription or constraint information is defined.
Unsupported Dose Reference Structure Types combination. Skipping this information.
Dose Reference Structure Type not well defined. Skipping this information.
Dose Reference Type not well defined. Skipping this information.
Constraint information cannot be imported as Referenced ROI Number is not well-defined.
Prescription import of Referenced Structure Type POINT is not supported.
xxxx prescription import only supported for Dose Reference Type TARGET. Skipping this
information.
Dose Reference Structure Type xxxx is none of the allowed terms. Skipping this information.
No Fractionation information found.
No brachytherapy plans supported. Skipping fractionation information.
Fractionation pattern is not imported as only one dose reference per fractionation is supported.
No connection between prescription and fractionation information found. As there is only one item
for each available, a connection of these items is assumed.
IT is not possible to determine fractionation and prescription connection. Therefore, no
fractionation information is imported.
It is not possible to update the volume prescription as the information seems to be corrupted.
Dose Reference Type xxxx is none of the allowed terms. Skipping this information.
Different Beam Dose Specification Points for one Fraction Group are not supported. Skipping this
information.
Only one dose reference per Control Point item is supported. Skipping this information.
Unable to determine prescription and fractionation connection by Control Point investigation.
Continue by checking a one-one-association.
Target Underdose Volume Fraction is not well-defined. Ignoring this prescription.
Target Underdose Volume Fraction is not imported as it is not specified as percentage.
Constraint Weight is not not imported as it is not well-defined.
The Organ At Risk Maximum Dose is not specified.
Organ At Risk Maximum Dose is not imported as it is not well-defined.
The Organ At Risk Overdose Volume Fraction is not imported as it is not specified as percentage.
The Organ At Risk Overdose Volume Fraction is not specified.
Organ At Risk Overdose Volume Fraction is not imported as it is not well-defined.
The Referenced Dose Reference (xxxx) is not present in this plan.
The Referenced Dose Reference Number is not imported as it is not well-defined.

Messages
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Fractionation information cannot be imported as fraction group reference information cannot be
uniquely identified (Fraction Group Number is not unique).
Fractionation information cannot be imported as Fraction Group Number is not well-defined.
The Number Of Fractions Planned is not imported as it is not well-defined.
Prescription information cannot be imported as Dose Reference Number is not well-defined.
Prescription information cannot be imported as dose reference information cannot be uniquely
identified.
Prescription information is imported as a conceptual prescription as it is missing coordinates.
Prescription information is imported as conceptual prescription as it contains invalid Dose
Reference Point Coordinates.
No treatment machine found.
More than one treatment machine found.
Unable to convert beams due to unsupported beam type.
Beam could not be created.
Unable to import the selected plans as plan xxxx does not have cross references to the other
plans.
Unable to import the selected plans us referenced plan cannot be found for plan xxxx.
Unable to import the selected plans as the DICOM RTPlan Relationship of at least one plan is not
CONCURRENT.
Unable to import the selected plans as CONCURRENT consistency check failed. See log file for
details.
Unable to import the selected plan as the DICOM RTPlan Relationship of plan xxxx is not
CONCURRENT.
The one available RT Plan message contains a Referenced RT Plan with the plan relationship
CONCURRENT. It seems as if only part of a plan is imported.
Unable to import the selected plans as plan xxxx does not have cross references to plan xxxx.
Unable to import the selected plans as not all values for consistency check for split plans could be
retrieved.
Unable to import the selected plans as the DICOM RT Plan Name is missing for a consistency
check.
Unable to import the selected plans as the DICOM RT Plan Intent is missing for a consistency
check for splitted plans.
Unable to import the selected plans as DICOM RT Plan Name does not match (xxxx vs xxxx).
Unable to import the selected plans as DICOM RTPlan Date does not match (xxxx vs xxxx).
Unable to import the selected plans as the DICOM RT Plan Time does not match (xxxx vs xxxx).
Unable to import the selected plans as the DICOM RT Plan Intent does not match (xxxx vs
xxxx).
Unable to import the selected plans as the DICOM RT Plan Geometry does not match (xxxx vs
xxxx).
Unable to import the selected plans as the DICOM RT Plan Referenced RT Structure Set does not
match (xxxx vs xxxx).
Unable to import the selected plans as the DICOM RT Plan Patient Position does not match
(xxxx vs xxxx).
DICOM RT Plan treatment machine parameters do not match internal treatment machines.
The type of the object was changed.
Non-IMRT beam with more than one PTV.
No Linac Isocenter Data Proxy found.
No Machine Profile defined.
Unhandled exception while creating LinacIsocenterComponent.
RT Plan has a Frame of Reference which does not match to any known image Frame of
Reference.
Attribute 'Cumulative Meterset Weight' is missing.
Attribute 'Nominal Beam Energy' is missing.
Attribute 'Dose Rate Set' is missing.
Attribute 'Gantry Angle' is missing.
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Attribute 'Beam Limiting Device Angle' is missing
Attribute 'Patient Support Angle' is missing
Attribute 'Table Top Eccentric Angle' is missing
Attribute 'Table Top Pitch Angle' is missing
Attribute 'Table Top Roll Angle' is missing
Attribute 'Surface Entry point' is missing
Attribute 'Source To Surface Distance' is missing
DICOM RT Dose (Dose Volume)
Dose Volume cannot be imported due to failed validation. Source: xxxx
Dose Volume cannot be imported as Frame Of Reference is not available.
Dose Volume cannot be imported as the only supported Dose Unit is 'GY' (and not xxxx).
Dose Volume cannot be imported as the only supported Dose Type is 'PHYSICAL' (and not
xxxx).
The Dose Volume cannot be imported as the spatial orientation of the dose planes cannot be
found (Grid Frame Offset Vector is not present).
The Dose Volume cannot be imported as the DICOM RT Dose message is invalid (Frame
Increment Pointer should point to the Grid Frame Offset Vector).
The Dose Volume cannot be imported as only Dose Summation Types 'PLAN' and 'MULTI_PLAN'
are supported (and not xxxx).
Coordinate systems of Dose Volume and DICOM RT Plan cannot be verified as the reference to
the RT Plan is missing.
The correct relation between the coordinate systems of the Dose Volume and the RTPlan cannot
be verified as xxxx RT Plan object(s) are referenced. For the Dose Summation Type xxxx
exactly one DICOM RT Plan object shall be referenced.
The correct relation between the coordinate systems of the Dose Volume and the RTPlan cannot
be verified as xxxx RT Plan object(s) are referenced. For the Dose Summation Type
'MULTI_PLAN' at least two DICOM RT Plan objects shall be referenced.
The DICOM RT Dose object cannot be imported due to an unexpected internal error.
The Dose Volume cannot be imported as the dose planes are not equidistant.
The Dose Volume cannot be imported as the DICOM RT Dose message is invalid (Pixel
Representation does not equal '0').
The Dose Volume cannot be imported as the DICOM RT Dose message is invalid (Dose Grid
Scaling is not greater than '0').
The DICOM RT Dose cannot be imported as the Dose Volume cannot be created from the
imported data.
Spatial location of Dose Matrix is outside the limit of the referenced image series.
The Dose Volume cannot be imported as no images with the corresponding coordinate system
can be found.
The Dose Volume cannot be imported due to an unexpected internal error. See the log file for
details.
More than one appropriate image series was found that matches the Dose Volume. As reference
for the Dose Volume the best image series (xxxx) was selected.
Registration cannot be imported as source and target coordinate systems cannot be identified.
Registration cannot be imported as source coordinate system cannot be identified.
Registration cannot be imported as two coordinate systems are expected in the Registration
object.
Registration cannot be imported as one or both of the corresponding image series (Frame of
Reference) are not found.
Registration cannot be imported as one (source) of the corresponding image series (Frame of
Reference) is not found.
Registration cannot be imported as one (target) of the corresponding image series (Frame of
Reference) is not found.
Registration cannot be imported as the root image series cannot be identified.
Registration cannot be imported as the registration between the coordinate systems cannot be
established.
Registration with a problem found (transformation matrix has an inversion issue).
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Registrations found that describe a chain between image series.
Registration cannot be imported as it contradicts another registration. The image fusion between
xxxx and xxxx is imported (image fusion: xxxx, xxxx).
Registration cannot be imported as the Transformation Matrix cannot be found in the Registration
object.
Registration cannot be imported as the source and the target image series are identical.
Registration cannot be imported as either source or target coordinate system cannot be created.
Registration cannot be imported due to an internal error
Registration cannot be imported as the fusion matrix is not orthogonal.
The DICOM Registration object between image series xxxx, xxxx and image series xxxx, xxxx
does not reference all images instances of the registered image series.
The DICOM Registration object between image series xxxx, xxxx and image series xxxx, xxxx
references image instances which cannot be found.
The DICOM Registration object between image series xxxx, xxxx and image seriesxxxx, xxxx
does not fulfill the IHE-RO recommendations as no image instances are referenced. Therefore the
imported Image Fusion may be potentially wrong.
The DICOM Registration object between coordinate system xxxx and coordinate system xxxx
does not fulfill to IHE-RO recommendations (only the source coordinate system is stored in the
registration matrix). Therefore the Image Fusion is not imported.
The DICOM Registration object with the coordinate system xxxx cannot be imported, as it has
identical Frame of Reference UIDs for the source and the target. This is not IHE-RO conform.
Internal error. The registration cannot be loaded. See logfile for details.
The DICOM Registration object cannot be imported as the dicom headers of the referenced image
series are missing. See logfile for details.
DICOM RT Structure Set
Imported RT Structure Set is inconsistent, as referenced image instances for contour object xxxx
are incorrect. Therefore, it cannot be verified that the relation between contour and images is
correct.
Inconsistent reference to coordinate system found for contour object xxxx.
Contour cannot be imported as no contour data can be found.
Some objects are missing in contour data.
Contour data is located outside of the referenced image.
DICOM RT Structure Set cannot be imported because some of its objects are referencing a non-
orthogonal image series.
DICOM RT Structure Set cannot be imported because some of its objects are referencing an
incomplete image series.
DICOM RT Structure Set cannot be imported because some of its objects are either referencing
an image series that is either not orthogonal or not complete.
Contour cannot be imported as contour offset is not supported.
DICOM RT Structure Set cannot be imported as it does not contain a Structure Set ROI
Sequence.
Only following ROI Interpreted Types are supported: PTV, EXTERNAL and AVOIDANCE.
Contour object cannot be imported as Contour Data is inconsistent.
DICOM RT Structure Set cannot be imported as there are more contours specified than actually
defined.
DICOM RT Structure Set cannot be imported as a mismatch in the DICOM message was detected
(the numbers of ROI contour definitions and ROI observation specifications do not match).
DICOM RT Structure Set cannot be imported as the contour data is not located on the related
image plane.
DICOM RT Structure Set cannot be imported as contours cannot be uniquely identified (the ROI
Number is not unique).
Contour object xxxx has a Frame of Reference which does not match any known image Frame of
Reference.
Contour object cannot be imported as the ROI Number is not well-defined (not a number).
Contour object has no defined color, therefore the default color is used.
Contour object cannot be created as no contour data is available.
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Contour object cannot be created as it is not of type CLOSED_PLANAR.
Contour object is missing the ROI name - setting a default value.
No corresponding entry found in StructureSetROISequence, ROIContourSequence or
RTROIObservationsSequence for a ROI xxxx . Object can't be imported.
There must be exactly three values to define a point.
Registration in an RT Structure Set are not supported. Cancel import.
There are more images defined in the sliceset than referenced in the Structure Set.
ROI Name is too long.
ROI Name xxxx used multiple times.
The Structure Set Label specified in the DICOM message is missing. As this attribute is required a
default value is set and the import continues.
The Structure Set Label specified in the DICOM message is too long (>16 characters). The
Structure Set Label will be shortened accordingly in case of export.
The Structure Set Label specified in the DICOM message is empty. As this attribute is required a
default value is set and the import continues.
The Structure Set Name specified in the DICOM message is too long (>64 characters). The
Structure Set Name will be shortened accordingly in case of export.
The Structure Set Date specified in the DICOM message has an unexpected length (should
contain exactly 8 digits).
The Structure Set Date attribute is missing in the DICOM message. According to the DICOM
Standard the attribute shall be present.
The Structure Set Date is not well defined in the Structure Set message.
The Structure Set Time specified in the DICOM message has an unexpected length (> 16 digits).
The Structure Set Time attribute is missing in the DICOM message. According to the DICOM
Standard the attribute shall be present.
The Structure Set Time is not well defined in the Structure Set message.
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